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Abstract In this paper, we present a Stochastic Scene
Grammar (SSG) for parsing 2D indoor images into 3D
scene layouts. Our grammar model integrates object
functionality, 3D object geometry, and their 2D image
appearance in a Function-Geometry-Appearance (FGA)
hierarchy. In contrast to the prevailing approach in the
literature which recognizes scenes and detects objects
through appearance-based classification using machine
learning techniques, our method takes a different perspective to scene understanding and recognizes objects
and scenes by reasoning their functionality. Functionality is an essential property which often defines the
categories of objects and scenes, and decides the design
of geometry and scene layout. For example, a sofa is
for people to sit comfortably, and a kitchen is a space
for people to prepare food with various objects. Our
SSG formulates object functionality and contextual relations between objects and imagined human poses in a
joint probability distribution in the FGA hierarchy. The
latter includes both functional concepts (the scene category, functional groups, functional objects, functional
parts) and geometric entities (3D/2D/1D shape primitives). The decomposition of the grammar is terminated
on the bottom-up detected lines and regions. We use a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to optimize the Bayesian a posteriori probability and the output parse tree includes a 3D description of the 2D image in the FGA hierarchy. Experimental results on two
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challenging indoor datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach not only significantly widens the scope
of indoor scene parsing from traditional scene segmentation, labeling, and 3D reconstruction to functional
object recognition, but also yields improved overall performance.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and objective
In the past 15 years, a prevailing approach in the vision
literature has been posting scene recognition as a classification problem – classifying scene categories, recognizing scene attributes, and detecting objects through
appearance-based features, machine learning techniques,
and large training examples. Such approach essentially
memorizes the typical examples in each scene or object
categories, does not “understand” the real meanings of
objects and scenes, and thus is known to have difficulties in generalizing and extrapolating into unseen features spaces.
One example is shown in Figure 1. Taken from a
similar viewing angle, the two images have drastically
different appearance and geometry, but are both considered kitchen by human vision. What are common to
the two images are the functionality of objects and the
3D spaces in serving a set of human actions – preparing
food.
Functionality refers to the property of an object or
scene, especially man-made ones, which has a practical use for which it was designed. Psychologist Gibson
(1977) used another term, affordance, which refers to
the property of an object that affords the opportunity
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Fig. 1 A modern kitchen and an ancient kitchen with similar functions but drastically different geometry and appearances.

for humans to perform some specific actions. From such
view point, we argue that
– objects, especially man-made ones, are defined by
their functions and actions that they are involved.
– scenes, especially man-made ones, are defined by the
activities and actions that they can provide space
for.
So, functionality is deeper than geometry and appearance and thus is a more invariant concept for scene
understanding.
This represents a different philosophy that views vision tasks from the perspective of agents, that is, agents
(humans, animals and robots) should perceive objects
and scenes by reasoning their plausible functions. We
believe this perspective is a more robust way and will
take us to deeper human-like scene understanding systems.
Motivated by the above observations, this paper poses
scene understanding as an image parsing problem following the work of Tu et al (2005) and is aimed at two
objectives in the following.
Our first objective is to present a Stochastic Scene
Grammar (SSG) as a hierarchical compositional representation which integrates functionality, geometry and
appearance in a FGA hierarchy. For example, Fig. 3
shows a parse tree derived from this grammar in the
joint FGA spaces for a bedroom image. In contrast to
traditional syntactical parsing advocated by Fu (1982),
the scene (root node) is defined by a set of most probable actions (diamonds) that may occur in the scene.
The actions are reasoned based on the geometry of the
objects and imagined human skeletons, as Fig. 2.(c) illustrates. Such human object interaction models can
be learned offline through RGBD videos, e.g. Wei et al
(2013). The geometric objects are grouped from line
segments extracted from image appearances. In Fig. 2(c),
the geometric dimensions of furniture in the room are
designed to fit the sizes of humans. For example, any

flat surface for sitting is usually 18 inches tall, i.e. knee
height, and a place to sleep is usually between 6-8 feet.
Moreover, the contextual relations between the furniture pieces are helpful in distinguishing their functions
and therefore assigning their names, e.g. the nightstand
is near the bed and the lamp is on top of the nightstand. Some typical functional groups are illustrated in
Fig. 2(d).
Our second objective is to present an effective algorithm for inferring the FGA hierarchy, i.e. parse trees,
from a single input image. Due to the flexibility of 3D
objects in the space and their contextual relations, it is
ineffective to use the prevailing sliding window methods
for object detection, and it is also infeasible to search
objects of all dimensions in an image pyramid, we adopt
a Markov chain Monte Carlo method to optimize the
Bayesian a posteriori probability. In the spirit of datadriven MCMC proposed by Tu and Zhu (2002), our
parsing algorithm consists of a set of Markov chain dynamics which, in combination, can traverse the entire
joint FGA space. For computational efficiency, these
MC dynamics are driven by proposal probabilities computed in bottom-up steps.
1.2 Related work
Our method is related to four streams of research in the
literature which we will briefly discuss in the following.
Stream 1: Scene representation. There are five
major scene representations in the vision literature. (i)
Representing scene as feature vectors for classification,
such as the scene gist in Oliva and Torralba (2001), spatial pyramid matching (SPM) in Lazebnik et al (2006)
and recent reconfigurable scene models by Parizi et al
(2012) and Wang et al (2012). (ii) Region-based representations for semantic scene labeling. Conditional random fields Lafferty et al (2001) are widely used to represent semantic relations between adjacent regions, such
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(a) What is it?

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2 (a) A large image window cropped from an input image in (b). The window is hardly recognizable in traditional
appearance-based recognition but can be recognized in the whole scene. (c) An imagined human pose and estimated geometric
sizes of objects in 3D, from which functions are reasoned; (d) contextual relations of functional objects as groups.

as {inside, below, around, above }. Choi et al (2010)
studied 2D context models that guide detectors to produce a semantically coherent interpretation of a scene.
They showed that such 2D horizontal contexts are very
sensitive to camera rotations. (iii) Non-parametric representations for scene labeling, for example, label transfer by SIFT flow in Liu et al (2011), SuperParsing in
Tighe and Lazebnik (2013a,b) and scene collage in Isola
and Liu (2013) interpret a new scene by searching nearest neighbors from images in the scene dataset, and then
transfer the label maps to the target through warping or
contextual inference. Interestingly, Satkin et al (2012),
Satkin and Hebert (2013) recently generalize the idea of
nearest-neighbor search to the 3D scenes, so that their
approach can recognize objects cross viewpoints. Lim
et al (2013, 2014); Del Pero et al (2013) detected indoor
objects by matching with fine-grained 3D CAD furniture models. Aubry et al (2014); Song and Xiao (2014)
detects chairs by exemplar-SVM classifiers with a large
set of synthetic training data, which rendered from 3D
CAD models under various viewpoints. (iv) 3D block
world representation, which allows reasoning about the
physical constraints within the 3D scene. Gupta et al
(2010) posed 3D objects as blocks and inferred their
3D properties such as occlusion, exclusion and stability
in addition to surface orientation labels. They showed
that a global 3D prior does improve 2D surface labeling. Hedau et al (2009, 2010, 2012), Wang et al (2010),
Lee et al (2009, 2010), Schwing and Urtasun (2012);
Schwing et al (2012, 2013) parameterized the geometric scene layout of the background and/or foreground
blocks and trained their models by the structured SVM
(or latent SVM). (v) Deformable part-based models: Hu
(2012), Xiao et al (2012), Hejrati and Ramanan (2012),
Xiang and Savarese (2012), Pepik et al (2012), Fidler

et al (2012), Desai and Ramanan (2013) designed several new variants of the deformable part-based models
to detect 3D entities under different view points.
Stream 2: Object functionality and affordance.
In computer vision, Stark and Bowyer (1991) pioneered
the use of functional properties in 3D object recognition. They parsed an objects into a 3D geometric description, and recognized the object by searching potential functional elements. Both developmental psychologist Oakes and Madole (2008) and computer vision
researchers Yao et al (2013) demonstrated that functionality is at least as important as appearance in recognizing objects. More recently, numerous approaches
have been proposed to detect functional objects based
on human-object interactions in video. Wei et al (2013)
and Jiang et al (2013) extracted human actions from
RGBD video data and used the human actions as a
prior to indirectly detect objects and label scenes. Baraviv and Rivlin (2006) and Grabner et al (2011) detected chairs by hallucinating agents in the 3D CAD
data and depth data respectively. Gupta et al (2011)
proposed an algorithm to infer the human workable
space by adapting human poses to the scene. Delaitre
et al (2012) and Fouhey et al (2012) recovered the semantics and geometry of a scene by observing human
activities in the room. Kim et al (2014) learned an affordance model to predict a static pose that a person
would need to adopt in order to use an object. Koppula
and Saxena (2013) anticipated human activities using
object affordance learned from RGBD videos Koppula
and Saxena (2014).
Stream 3: 3D reconstruction from single 2D
image. Automatic 3D reconstruction from a single image was considered an ill-posed problem. In order to recover a meaningful 3D reconstruction, researchers make
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assumptions about the scene and use prior knowledge to
regularize the solution. In this research stream, people
used four types of assumptions. (i) Sketch smoothness
assumption: Han and Zhu (2004) was the first tackling
this problem by assuming the local sketch smoothness
and global scene alignment for recovering 3D objects,
like plant, tree and buildings from 2D single image.
(ii) Piece-wise smoothness assumption: Saxena et al
(2009) presented a fully supervised method to learn a
mapping between informative features and depth values under a conditional random field framework. Payet
and Todorovic (2011) proposed a joint model to recognize objects and estimate scene shape simultaneously.
(iii) Surface assumption: Hoiem et al (2009) recognized
the geometric surface orientation and fit ground-line
that separate the floor and objects in order to pop-up
the vertical surface. Delage et al (2007) proposed a dynamic Bayesian network model to infer the floor structure for autonomous 3D reconstruction from a single
indoor image. Mobahi et al (2011) extracted low rank
textures of repeated patterns to construct surfaces like
building facades. Recently, Fouhey et al (2014) proposed the use of convex and concave edges for regularizing scene configurations like playing Origami. (iv)
Manhattan world assumption: Recent studies on indoor
scene parsing, including Hedau et al (2009, 2010, 2012),
Wang et al (2010), Lee et al (2009, 2010), Schwing
et al (2012); Schwing and Urtasun (2012); Schwing et al
(2013), Zhao and Zhu (2011, 2013) and Del Pero et al
(2011, 2012, 2013) adopted the Manhattan world representation extensively. This assumption stated that
man-made scenes are built on a cartesian grid and thus
have regularities in the image edge gradient statistics.
This enables us, from a single image, to determine the
orientation of the viewer relative to the scene and also
to recover scene structures which are aligned with the
grid.
Most recently, a series of work, including Lin et al
(2013); Choi et al (2013); Zhao and Zhu (2013); Guo
and Hoiem (2013); Zhang et al (2014), proposed holistic
approaches to exploits 2D semantic segmentation, 3D
geometry, as well as 3D contextual relations in a joint
framework.
Stream 4: Stochastic image grammar. This
stream of research started from “syntactic pattern recognition” by K. S. Fu and his school in the late 1970s to
early 1980s. Fu (1982) depicted an ambitious program
of block world scene understanding using grammars.
This stream was disrupted in the 1980s and suffered
from the lack of an image vocabulary that is realistic
enough to express real-world objects and scenes, and reliably detectable from images. Tu et al (2005) raised the
notion of image parsing to the decomposition of an im-
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age into a hierarchical “parse graph” by a Data-Driven
Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling strategy. Zhu and
Mumford (2007) proposed an And-OR graph model to
represent the compositional structures in vision. Han
and Zhu (2009) detected rectangular structures in manmade scenes by applying bottom-up / top-down grammar rules in a greedy manner. Porway and Zhu (2010)
proposed a cluster sampling algorithm to parse aerial
images by allowing for Markov chain jumping between
competing solutions. A recent work Liu et al (2014)
studied a probabilistic grammar model for labelling 3D
CAD scenes.
This paper extends two preliminary conference papers Zhao and Zhu (2011, 2013) in the following aspects:
– Discuss the proposed Stochastic Scene Grammar comparing to other classic grammar models in Sect. 2;
– Describe more details about function, geometry and
appearance models in Sect. 3;
– Explain the inference algorithm in terms of a functional jump move and three kinds geometric diffusion moves in Sect. 4;
– Extends the experimental analysis on convergence
with different components and 3D reconstruction results in Sect. 5.
Parts of this work appear in two preliminary conference papers Zhao and Zhu (2011, 2013). The present
paper describes our approach in more detail, discusses
the connection to previous grammar models, extends
the experimental analysis.

1.3 Overview of our approach
By analogy to natural language parsing, we pose the
scene understanding problem as parsing an image in a
hierarchical parse tree (or parse graph if we count on
the spatial context relations) using the Stochastic Scene
Grammar (SSG). Fig. 3 shows an example of the parse
tree in a Function-Geometry-Appearance (FGA) hierarchy. In comparison to the literature reviewed above,
this paper has three major contributions to the scene
parsing problems.
(I) A Stochastic Scene Grammar (SSG).
The SSG starts from a root node for the scene category and ends in a set of terminal nodes (lines/regions)
as is shown in Fig. 3. In between, we model all intermediate functional concepts and geometric entities by
three types of production rules and two types of contextual relations. The latter are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Three types of production rules: AND, OR, and
SET. (i) The AND rule in Fig. 4(i) encodes how subparts are composed into a larger structure. For exam-
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table
detected foregrounds
detected lines
detected orientation
(a) the Function-Geometry-Appearance hierarchy

chair
(c) contextual relations from an overhead view

Fig. 3 (a) The function, geometry and appearance (FGA) hierarchy in our proposed scene parsing grammar. The scene
category (bedroom) at the root note is defined by the background and three most likely actions (sitting, storing and sleeping)
in the scene. These actions impose the object affordance and contextual relations to the geometric entities. The final parsing
result is evaluated on top of the synthesis of appearance likelihood maps. (b) The 3D human-object interactions. (c) The
contextual relations between objects.

ple, three hinged rectangles form a 3D box, four linked
line segments form a rectangle, a background and inside objects form a scene; (ii) The SET rule in Fig. 4(ii)
represents an ensemble of entities, e.g. a set of 3D boxes
or a set of 2D regions; (iii) The OR rule in Fig. 4 (iii)
represents a switch between different sub-types, e.g. a
3D foreground and 3D background have several subtypes. Each type represents a geometric viewpoint, from
which one can only see certain planes of a cuboid. The
choice of OR triggers different branches of the AND
rules, then combinations of them will become a SET
rule, i.e. cuboid → plane1 · plane2 · plane3 | plane2 ·
plane4 | · · ·

Two types of contextual relations: Cooperative
”+” and Competitive ”-”. If the visual entities satisfy
a cooperative ”+” relation, they tend to bind together,
e.g. hinged rectangles of a foreground box showed in
Fig. 4(a). In contrast, entities is a competitive ”-” relation, they compete against each other for their presences in the parse tree, e.g. two exclusive (conflicting) foreground boxes competing for a same space in
Fig. 4(b) and thus cannot both exist in a valid parse
tree.

(II) A Function-Geometry-Appearance hierarchy.
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We embed the FGA hierarchy in the syntactic grammar discussed above, and Fig. 3.(a) illustrates the FGA
hierarchy in three layers.
Functionality. In the top layer, an indoor scene is
defined by a small set of plausible human actions, and
each action involves a few objects as a group. The table
and chair (and the mirror) for a person to sit (and to
make up face/hair), a bed with side table (and lamp)
for people to sleep (and read). Here, each action is a
composition of the 3D geometric relations between the
pose and objects, as Fig. 3.(b) shows.
Geometry. The 3D sizes (dimensions) are used to
evaluate how likely an object is able to afford a human action, known as the affordance in Gibson (1977).
Fortunately, most furniture has regular structures, i.e.
rectangular shapes, therefore the detection of these objects is tractable by inferring their geometric affordance.
For objects like sofas and beds, we use a more finegrained geometric model with compositional parts, i.e.
a group of cuboids. For example, the bed with a headboard is a better explanation of the image in terms
of segmentation accuracy as shown at the bottom of
Fig. 3. In the geometric space, each 3D shape is directly
linked to a concept in the functional space. Shown in
Fig. 3.(c), the contextual relations are utilized when
multiple objects are assigned to the same functional
group, e.g. a bed and a nightstand for sleeping. The
distribution of the 3D geometry is learned from a large
set of 3D models as shown in Fig. 7.
Appearance: The appearance of the furniture has
large variations due to material properties, lighting conditions, and viewpoints. In order to ground our model
on the input image, we detect and estimate line segments, surface orientations, and coarse foreground detection as the local evidences to support the geometry
reasoning above as Fig. 3 illustrates.
(III) MCMC inference algorithm with reversible
jumps.
We design a MCMC algorithm to simulate a Markov
Chain to traverse the space defined by the FGA hierarchy in a data driven MCMC paradigm proposed by Tu
and Zhu (2002).
The MCMC includes three types of dynamics for
reversible jumps: i) add: sample a subtree and attach
it to a non-terminal node randomly chosen from the
current parse tree; ii) delete: delete a subtree whose
root is a node randomly chosen from the current parse
tree; iii) functional jump: switch a functional label of a
node randomly on the current parse tree.
The inference algorithm also includes three types
of geometric diffusion moves: i) α-diffusion: data-driven
bottom-up detection that directly draws cuboid proposals from a non-parametric distribution built up by the
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line segments detected from the image; ii) β-diffusion:
grammar-driven bottom-up prediction that proposes cuboid
for a parent node in the parse tree from the children
nodes by inversely computing a geometric transformation; iii) γ-diffusion: grammar-driven top-down prediction that proposes cuboid by top-down sampling for a
child node in the parse tree from its parent node based
on the geometric model.
2 Stochastic Scene Grammar
2.1 Background
A Context-Free Grammar is defined as G = (S, V, R).
V = V N ∪ V T , and V T is a finite set of terminal symbols, V N is a finite set of non-terminal symbols (structures or sub-structures), S ∈ V N is a distinguished nonterminal called the start symbol, and R is a finite set of
productions of the form A → BC or A → w in Chomsky Normal Form with no useless productions, where
A, B, C ∈ N and w ∈ T .
A set of all valid configurations C derived from production rules is called a language:
{ri }

L(G) = {C : S → C, {ri } ⊂ R, C ⊂ V T }.

(1)

A Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) is
defined by a pair (G, P ) consisting of a context-free
grammar G and a real-valued vector P of length |R|
indexed by production ruless, where P = P (α → β)
is an expansion probability for each production rule
α → β ∈ R. It is required that P (α → β) ≥ 0 and
P
N
(α→β)∈R P (α → β) = 1 for all nonterminals α ∈ V .
A parse tree pt is a set of nodes, each node has a chosen
production rule α → β.
The probability of a parse tree is derived from the
PCFG is defined as
Y
P (pt|S) =
P (α → β)
(2)
α∈V N

2.2 Attributed Context-Sensitive Grammar
The Stochastic Scene Grammar in this paper is designed for modeling 3D scene structures for parsing a
2D image. Different from traditional language parsing
problem, the 3D scene parsing faces two major challenges: 3D geometry and context sensitivity. Therefore,
we modified the traditional grammar model in two aspects accordingly:
I) Geometry: The complexity of 3D scene parsing
problem comes from the explicit modeling of 3D geometric arrangement of objects, while the language grammar only need to handle the left-right order of words.
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(iii) OR rules

(i) AND rules

linked lines

hinged faces

invalid scene layout

(ii) SET rules

aligned faces
aligned boxes
exclusive faces
nested faces
stacked boxes
exclusive boxes

(a) "+" relations

3D foreground types 3D background types

(b) "-" relations

Fig. 4 Three types of production rules: (i) AND, (ii) SET, and (iii) OR; and two types of contextual relations: (a) cooperative
“+” relations, and (b) competitive “-” relations.

We augment the nodes in the grammar with 3D geometric attributes, and thus extend it to attributed grammar. We represent each node at the end of the functional hierarchy by a 3D cuboid with three geometric
attributes: size (3 DoF), relative position (3 DoF) and
relative orientation (1 DoF).
II) Context sensitivity: There are two kinds of contexts: physical exclusion and graphical occlusion. The
physical exclusion means each grammar node (such as
an object) should be physically collision-free with all
the other objects in the 3D scene, and the graphical occlusion means that all the grammar nodes compete with
each other for explaining the image pixels with respect
to the depth order in an image formation process. Thus
the grammar becomes Context-sensitive which breaks
the probabilistic derivation in Eq. 2 in the way that the
image data not only depends on its direct parents but
also be constrained by all the other notes in the image
formation process. In particular, we explicitly model
the image formation process in the inference stage by
an analysis-by-synthesis paradigm.
Therefore, the SSG is attributed and context sensitive, for which traditional inference algorithm, such as
inside-outside algorithm, are no longer applicable. Inspired by probabilistic models of cognition Tenenbaum
et al (2011); Battaglia et al (2013); Mansinghka et al
(2013); Goodman and Tenenbaum (2014), we design
the two context-sensitive modules in a probabilistic program. At each MCMC iteration, a probabilistic sample
is evaluated by recreating the image formatting process,
we reconstruct a volumetric 3D scene and re-render a
2D image with a depth buffer.

2.3 Production rules
In this paper, we define three types of stochastic production rules RAN D ,ROR ,RSET to represent the struc-

tural compositionality and reconfigurability of visual entities. The compositionality is defined by the AND rules
and the reconfigurability is expressed by the OR rules.
A SET rule is a mixture of an OR rule and an AND
rule.
(i) An AND rule (rAN D : A → a·b·c) represents the
decomposition of a parent node A into sub-parts a, b,
and c. The probability P (a, b, c|A) measures the compatibility (contextual relations) among sub-structures
a, b, c and their parent A. As seen Fig. 4(i), the grammar outputs a high probability if the three rectangles
of a 3D box are well hinged.
(ii) An OR rule (rOR : A → a | b) represents the
switching between two sub-types a and b of a parent
node A. The probability P (a|A) indicates the preference for one subtype over others. Such as the 3D background in Fig. 4 (iii), the camera rarely faces the ceiling
or the ground, hence, the three sub-types in the middle row have higher probabilities (darker color means
higher probability). Moreover, OR rules also model the
discrete number of entities.
(iii) A SET rule (rSET : A → {a}k , k ≥ 0) represents an ensemble of k visual entities with k being
a integer from a finite set. The SET rule is equivalent to a mixture of an OR rule and an AND rules
(rSET : A → ∅ | a | a · a | a · a · a | · · · ). It first chooses
a set size k by OR, and forms an ensemble of k entities ak by AND. Those entities are not necessarily to
be identical to each other, because successive rules may
be further branched out with different properties, such
as different size or different configurations. It is worth
noting that the OR rule essentially changes the graph
topology and dimensionality of the output parse tree
by changing the number of nodes k.
As a result, the AND, OR, SET rules generate various functional concepts and geometric entities which
satisfy contextual relations as seen in Fig. 4
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2.4 Contextual relations
There are two kinds of contextual relations, Cooperative
”+” relations and Competitive ”-” relations, which are
involved in the AND and SET rules.
(i) The cooperative ”+” relations specify the concurrent patterns in a scene, e.g. hinged rectangles, nested
rectangle, aligned windows in Fig. 4(a). The visual entities satisfying a cooperative “+” relation tend to bind
together. The cooperative ”+” relation is introduced
by either functional context in Sect. 3.2 or geometric
decomposition in Sect. 4.2.1.
(i) The competitive ”-” relations specify the exclusive patterns in a scene. If entities satisfy competitive ”” relations, they compete with each other for presence.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), if a 3D box is not contained by
its background, or two 2D/3D objects are penetrating
with one another, these cases will rarely be in a solution simultaneously. The ”-” relations is introduced by
physical constraints in Sect. 3.2.
If several visual entities satisfy a cooperative ”+”
relation, they tend to bind together as tight structures.
The ”tight structures” is like a template, where parts
maintain a rigid spatial relation. We group visual entities into these tight structures as much as possible in
the early stage of inference according to the geometric
decomposition (Sect. 4). The loose structures only need
to satisfy certain competitive “-” constraints, e.g. they
can not penetrating each other. The combinations of
parts in a loose structure are sampled in a later stage
of inference (Sect. 4). The high-level functional concept
will also impose ”+” relations in the later stage of inference. If an object is assigned with functional label,
then the algorithm will be able to sample its parts or
nearby objects according to the 3D contextual relations
as explained in Sect. 3.2.
With the three production rules and two contextual
relations, the SSG is able to handle an enormous number of scene configurations and large geometric variations, which are the major difficulties in our task.

2.5 Bayesian formulation of the SSG
We define a posterior probability for a solution (a parse
tree) pt conditioned on an input image I.
pt∗ = arg max P (pt|I) = arg max

1
exp{−E(pt|I)} (3)
Z

where Z is a normalizing constant.
We use a probabilistic graphical model of an AndOR graph proposed by Zhu and Mumford (2007) to
formulate the posterior probability, which decomposes

the energy E(pt|I) into three potential terms on the
And, Or, terminal rules respectively.
X
E OR (AT (Chv ))
E(pt|I) =
v∈V OR

+

X

E AN D (AG (Chv ))

(4)

v∈V AN D

+

X

E T (I(Λv ))

Λv ∈ΛI ,v∈V T

In the above notation, Chv is the set of children nodes of
v, ΛI is the image domain, and Λv is the image domain
occupied by node v. AG is the geometric attributes for
the child nodes under an And-node, and AT is the type
attribute for child nodes under an Or-node.
(i) The energy for an OR-node is defined over
a discrete variable such as “type” attribute under the
Or-node, and reflects the prior probability for switching
to each branch r : v → Chv .
E OR (AT (v)) = − log P (v → AT (v))
#(v → AT (v))
}.
u∈Ch(v) #(v → u)

= − log{ P

(5)

where #(r) denotes the number of the production rule r
appeared in the training dataset. The switching branches
for foreground objects and the background layouts is
shown in Fig. 4 (iii).
(ii) The energy for an And-node specifies geometric relationships among a parent AND node and
its children. The design of the graph ”cliques” among
the nodes is problem specific, such as Markov Random
Fields model among children, or a star model with the
parent node as the center. Usually, the tree structured
models have advantages for exact inference known as
the pictorial structure or deformable part-based model
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher (2003); Felzenszwalb et al
(2010).
We define both cooperative “+” relations and competitive “-” relations to represent the mutual contexts.
(6)
E AN D (AG (Chv )) = λ+ h+ (AG (Chv )) + λ− h− (AG (Chv )),
where h(∗) are sufficient statistics of the exponential
model, λ+ and λ− are their parameters. They can be
either numeric values or vectors. For example, if we
model two objects within a functional group, we first
define a cooperative “+” relation by a Gaussian distribution of objects’ positions with respect to its parent’s
coordinates; we then define a competitive “-” relation
which adds penalties when two objects penetrating with
each other or an object is out of its parent’s range.
(iii) The energy for a terminal node is defined
over image features I(Λv ) on the image area Λv . The
features used in this paper include: (a) a foreground
map, (b) a 3D orientation map, (c) a line segment map
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shown in the bottom of Fig. 3.(a). This term only captures the features from their image area Λv , and avoids
the double counting of the shared edges and the occluded regions as discussed in Sect. 3.3.

#

2 Bed sets

G

3 Integrating function, geometry and
appearance in the SSG

#

The previous section overview stochastic context sensitive grammar and its general probabilistic formulation.
In this section, we elaborate on how the SSG integrates
the three layers of concepts in the functional space, the
geometric space and the appearance space.
In this section, we will explain two production rules
(the functional set rule, the affordance rule) for generating graph nodes on the grammar. And an image formation process that evaluates the generated 3D scene
by rendering the synthetic image.

3.1 The functional space
The grammar model has advantages to handle the compositionally of the visual entities as well the dimensional
changes of the scene. For example, it is common that
a bedroom either has one bed or has two beds. The
traditional grammar deals with the dimensional change
by recursive production rules, such as A → α · A. The
production rules defined in the functional space are not
recursive.
We introduce a set rule in functional space as
v → {l, {G(ui ) : i = 1 · · · #(l)} : l ∈ L}

(7)

where l is a label of a child node from a label set L,
#(l) is a number variable controlling the number of
objects for each label l. The set rule is a nested ORAND node. As shown in Fig. 5, the number variable
decides the dimensionality of the parse tree. Therefore
the production of the functional set rule can generate
various parse trees with different dimentionalities.
Thus, the probability distribution of each production rule P (r : v → Chv ) in Eq. 3 is unfolded as

P (v → Chv ) =

Y
l∈L

P (#(l))


Y

P (G(ui )|l)

i∈{1···#(l)}

(8)
The geometric attributes G(ui ) of each object ui is
defined in the geometric space.

G

#

0

1 Bed

#

Nightstand
left
G

1 Nightstand
right

G

Fig. 5 An example parse tree generated from the grammar
with the set rule. The dimensionality of a parse tree is decided
by number variables for each label.

3.2 The geometric space
We model each geometric entities in the grammar as a
3D cuboid.
Each 3D cuboid is encoded by three geometric attributes including 3 DoF size Size(v), 3 DoF relative
position P os(v) and 1 DoF relative orientation Ori(v),
G(v) = {Size(v), P os(v), Ori(v)}

(9)

Object affordance p(Size(v)|l(v)) models the distribution of geometric attributes of each functional object,
for example, how large the bed mattress is, how far the
bed is from the wall. If we consider human actions as
hidden variables in the space, then the affordance probability measures how likely the geometric shape of an
object is able to afford an action. As shown in Fig. 3,
a cube around 1.5ft tall is comfortable to sit on despite
its appearance, and a ”table” of 6ft tall loses its original
function – to place objects on while sitting in front of.
We model the 3D sizes, relative position, and relative orientation of functional objects by a mixture of
Gaussians respectively, such as
p(Size(v)|l(v)) =

K
X

ai N (µi , Σi )

(10)

i=1

where the ai is the mixture coefficient of each Gaussian
N (µi , Σi ). The model characterizes the sub-category of
the geometry, which allows for simultaneous alternatives of canonical sizes, such as king size bed, full size
bed etc. We estimated the model by EM clustering, and
we manually picked a few typical samples as the initial
mean for the Gaussian, e.g. a coffee table, a side table
and a desk from the table category.
The contextual relations are defined with respect
to the relative position P os(v) and relative orientation
Ori(v). The relative position is the position of a child
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center of mass
H2

H1
em
ordinate syst
co
d
il
ch
parent coordinate system
Fig. 6 The geometric transformation between a child coordinate system and a parent coordinate system

depth of the hierarchy, e.g. the top-down prediction and
bottom-up prediction in Sect. 4.
However, we still model the competitive ”-” relations specify penalties or constraints among child nodes.
The sufficient statistics is defined on the penetrating
rate between their occupied 3D spaces G(.) to penalize
penetrating objects.
X
h− (G(Chv )) =
(G(a) ∩ G(b))/(G(a) ∪ G(b)),
.
(12)
a,b∈Chv

3.3 The appearance space
with respect to the parent coordinate system. The relative orientation is the orientation of the child with
respect to the reference orientation of the parent.
The absolute coordinates of an object can be calculated recursively along the grammar productions. We
showed an example of the geometric transformation between a child coordinate system X and a parent coordinate system X 0 in Fig. 6. The transformation can be
decomposed as two independent transformation H1 and
H2. The H1 represent the transformation from child
coordinate system to its center of mass coordinate system, and the H2 represents the transformation from its
center of mass coordinate system to its parent coordinate system. The geometric transformation equation is
calculated by
X 0 = H2 H1 X

cos(Ori) sin(Ori)
−sin(Ori) sin(Ori)
=

0
0
0
0



0 P osx
1 0 0 Sizex /2
(11)

0 P osy 
 0 1 0 Sizey /2 X
1 P osz  0 0 1 Sizez /2
000
1
0 1

In order to learn the geometric model, we collected
a dataset of functional indoor furniture, as shown in
Fig. 7. The functional objects in the dataset are modeled with real-world measurements, and therefore we
can generalize our model to real images by learning
from this dataset. We found that the real-world 3D
sizes of the objects has less variance than the projected
2D sizes. As we can see, these functional categories are
quite distinguishable solely based on their geometric
shapes as shown in Fig. 8. For example, the coffee tables and side tables are very short and usually lower
than the sofas, and the beds generally wider than others.
In this version of algorithm, we directly model the
cooperative ”+” relations as parent-child geometric relationship as discussed above without explicitly addressing the cooperative ”+” relations among child nodes
as Zhao and Zhu (2011). This parent-child relation
facilitates the inference algorithm traveling along the

The functional and geometric hierarchies are generative
models on a cartoon like image with line segments for
object boundaries and labeled regions for object surfaces. There is still a gap between the synthesized cartoon scene and the observed image. To fully explain
(reconstruct) the input image, we need to know the
lighting conditions, textures and material properties for
object surfaces. This is a challenge problem which is beyond the scope of this paper.
To circumvent the tasks of modeling and inferring
textures and lighting conditions, we use of set discriminative methods to detect some intermediate results in
the following.
– a map of line segments detected by an algorithm
proposed in Von Gioi et al (2010);
– a foreground/background label map computed by
an approach used in Hedau et al (2009); and
– a surface orientation map calculated by an approach
in Lee et al (2009).
Thus instead of grounding our model on raw pixels,
we define the likelihood model on these 2D label maps
using a Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) function d().
p(Iobs |pt) = p(Ilabel |Isyn = f (V T ))
!
= 1/Z ∗ exp −

X

i
i
λi d(Ilabel
, Isyn
)

(13)

i∈1···3

where f (V T ) is a rendering function of all the terminal
nodes V T . The rendering function generates the synthesized image Isyn , and the likelihood is defined how
likely the parse graph generate label maps Ilabel .
For example, the appearance space is illustrated at
the bottom of Fig. 3(a). The figure shows the three detected line segment map, foreground segmentation map,
and orientation map from left to right. Above the three
maps are the corresponding maps rendered from the
parse tree pt. Once a parse tree pt is decided, the algorithm projects the 3D geometric entities V T on the
parse tree to the 2D image plane with respect to the
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Fig. 7 Examples of 3D indoor furniture products collected from the Trimble 3D Warehouse
Bed
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Fig. 8 The empirical and fitted distributions of the 3D sizes of some functional objects in meters plotted in 3D spaces.

relative depth order and camera parameters. The projection is implemented with OpenGL.

4 Inference algorithm
We design a top-down/bottom-up algorithm to infer an
optimal parse tree pt. The compositional structure of
the continuous geometric parameters and discrete functional labels introduces a large solution space, which
is infeasible to enumerate all the possible explanations.
Neither the sliding windows (top-down) nor the binding
(bottom-up) approaches can handle such an enormous
number of configurations independently.

4.1 Reversible Jumps
In this paper, we design Markov chains with reversible
jumps (RJMCMC) algorithm to construct the parse
tree and re-configure it dynamically using a set of moves.
Formally, our scene parsing algorithm simulates a Markov
chain MC =< Ω, v, K > with kernel K in space Ω and
with probability v for the starting state. We specify
stochastic dynamics by defining the transition kernels
of reversible jumps. For each Markov chain move is defined by a kernel with a transition matrix K(pt∗ |pt : I),
which represents the probability that the Markov chain
make a transition from state pt to pt∗ when a move is
applied.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Samples drawn from the distributions of 3D geometric models (a) the functional object “sofa” and (b) the functional
group “sleeping”.

The kernels are constructed to obey the detailed
balance condition:
p(pt|I)K(pt∗ |pt : I) = p(pt∗ |I)K(pt|pt∗ : I).

(14)

Kernels which change the graph structure are grouped
into reversible pairs. For example, the kernel for node
creation K+ is paired with the kernel for node deletion K− to form a combined move of node switch. To
implement the kernel, at each time step the algorithm
randomly selects the choice of move and then uses kernel K(pt∗ |pt : I) to select the transition from state
pt to state pt∗ . Note that the probability K(pt∗ |pt :
I) depends on the input image I. This distinguishes
our algorithms as a Data-Driven MCMC from conventional MCMC computing (Tu and Zhu (2002); Tu et al
(2005)).
The kernel is designed using proposal probabilities
and correspondent acceptance probability.
K(pt∗ |pt : I) = Q(pt∗ |pt : I)α(pt∗ |pt : I)

simulated annealing technology is also used to find the
maximum of complex posteriori distribution with multiple peaks while other approaches may trap the algorithm at local optimal peaks. The parse tree is initialized with random number of object and random geometric properties. During each iteration, if a proposal
increases the posterior probability with respect to the
proposal ratio, the move is taken. Otherwise, the move
is taken only with a certain probability, which decreases
over time. Hence early on the algorithm will tend to
take moves even if they don’t improve the probability.
Later on, the algorithm will only make moves which improve the posterior probability. The temperature function used is: T (n) = 1000/n where n is the iteration
number.

4.2 Generating data-driven 3D proposals

(15)

The algorithm starts from detecting straight line segments by Von Gioi et al (2010). Based on the ManQ(pt|pt∗ , I) P (pt∗ |I)
hattan assumption, we group the line segments into
α(pt → pt∗ ) = min{1,
·
J
}
∗
f
Q(pt∗ |pt, I) P (pt|I) pt→pt
N groups, each of which is correspondent to a van(16)
ishing point. We then select three dominate orthogonal vanishing point to build our coordinate system. We
Jfpt→pt∗ is the Jacobian of the dimension matching funcassume the camera parameters are reliably calibrated
tion. fpt→pt∗ is the dimension matching function. It is
in this step, the calibration algorithm is discussed in
used to map the variables at dimensionalities of pt and
Sect. 4.2.3.
pt∗ into a space of common dimensionality. It is usually
We incrementally group noisy line segment into larger
done by introducing additional pt∗ − pt parameters, or
geometric structures. The 2D rectangles are formed by
projecting out the corresponding pt∗ − pt parameters.
filtering over the combinations of two pairs of paralNotice that each variable in ∆pt is independently samlel lines or T junctions. As shown in Fig. 10, we first
pled from pt, hence the Jacobian is 1 in this case (Yeh
define five normal directions: facing down, facing left,
et al (2012)).
The Metropolis-Hasting form ensures that the Markov facing front, facing right and facing up according to the
vanishing points. The normal direction facing back is
chain search satisfies the detailed balance principle. A
The acceptance probability follows:
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3D entities

2D entities

1D entities

Fig. 10 The decomposition of geometric parse tree. The ten images on the bottom show the likelihood of the parse graph
calculated and quantized by the five major orientations, whose normal directions point to down, left, front, right, and up
respectively. The first five images show line segments (yellow) detected on their corresponding orientations, and the second
five images show region likelihood calculated on their correspondent orientations. The lighter a cell, the higher the probability
is. The yellow contours outline the inferred regions.

(a) input image with line segments

(b) geometric parsing result

(c) image reconstructed via sturectures in (b)

Fig. 11 Input image and output results of the geometric parsing.

Fig. 12 3D synthesis of novel views based on the parsing result in Figures 10 and 11. The reconstructed errors of the bed is
made clear in the novel views.
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Fig. 13 The bottom-up top-down proposals for geometric diffusion moves. Our inference algorithm generates three kinds of
geometric diffusion proposals: α: bottom-up detection, β: bottom-up prediction, and γ: top-down prediction. The plot on the
right panel shows the average energy convergence of hundreds of Markov Chains using different proposal strategies: By only
using the α diffusion from bottom-up detection (red curve), the Markov chain converges very fast at the beginning, but cannot
keep reducing the energy due to limitation of bottom-up detections. Using the β diffusion from bottom-up prediction (blue
curve) is the worst strategy, because if the terminal node can not be optimized, the prediction from bottom-up can be very bad.
The black curve which combines three diffusions together is the best strategy, it has sufficient exploration at the beginning,
and gradually converges to the lowest energy. Besides that, the combination of α&β (magenta curve) and the combination of
α&γ (yellow curve) achieve good results which are very close to the black one.

Data: an input 2D image
Result: an output parse tree
Calculating data-driven 3D proposals;
while the rejection time larger than K do
Choose one of the following moves randomly;
– add an entity
– delete an entity
– diffuse geometric attributes of an entity
if add/remove a non-terminal node then
Recursively add/remove its children;
end
if diffuse a non-terminal node then
Choose one of the following geometric diffusion
moves randomly;
– α diffusion from bottom-up detection
– β diffusion from bottom-up prediction
– γ diffusion from top-down prediction
end
Calculate the posterior probability and validate
the solution by projecting the 3D parse tree to the
2D image plane;
Accept/reject the new parse tree with the
acceptance probability;
end
Return the parse tree with the highest posterior;

Algorithm 1: Inference algorithm

not visible from the camera position. All the 2D line
segments are aligned on the mesh for each normal orientation. And surface orientation maps and foreground
maps are also projected to each cell. And our algorithm
goes over each rectangle on the mesh and calculates a
local likelihood normalized by the size of the rectan-

gle according to Eq. 13. In this way, we detect an exhaustive set of 2D rectangle candidates by applying a
threshold for a high recall rate. Similarly, the cuboids
are formed by filtering over the combinations of any
two hinged rectangles, a threshold is applied to the distance between rectangle corners to evaluate how well
the structure is formed. Please refer to Zhao and Zhu
(2011) for more details.

4.2.1 The composition of 3D geometric entities
As shown in Fig. 10, the geometric space G contains the
geometric entities of 3D cuboids, 2D rectangles and 1D
line segments. Each entity is composed by several lower
dimensional shapes. The detection of 3D entities starts
from detection of line segments in the 2D image space
as shown in Fig. 11(a). The composition of the geometric entities is coded by a series of AND rules where the
relations between children nodes are set to a constraint
within a threshold. The threshold is set to 5 pixels in the
image, which means we tolerate 5 pixels offset between
those rigidly combined components. The OR rule also
plays a role by representing alternative ways of composition under different the view points. The production
rules of geometric composition is illustrated in Fig. 10.
We project all the terminal primitives to five normal
directions as discussed above.
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4.2.2 The calculation of marginal likelihood
The probability of the proposal is calculated by local
marginal likelihood based on the bottom-up image labelling results. In order to properly quantize the geometric space and speed up the computation, we first
group detected line segments into three main groups
corresponding to three vanishing points. Then we further group the line segments into a series of rays pointing from the vanishing points to each line segments. We
enforce the angle between two nearby rays to be larger
than 2◦ , therefore line segments along the same orientation will be grouped together. We will also interpolate
rays between two nearby rays if the angle between them
are larger than 5◦ . Any two groups of rays will form
an oriented mesh as shown at the bottom of Fig. 10.
This quantization process guarantee that each detected
line will be represented by several pieces of edges on
the mesh, and each pixel will fall into a cell as well.
In this way, the line/region likelihood of bottom detection is stored in the quantized meshes for each surface
orientation. The brighter the intensity the higher the
likelihood for each cell.
At the bottom of Fig. 10, there are ten images. The
yellow lines on the first row of images represent the
activated line segments. The line segment is activated
when the geometric parsing result in Fig. 11.(b) match
with the bottom-up detection result in Fig. 11.(a). The
edge probability measures how many line segments are
activated, which implicit encourages more line segment
to be explained by final parsing result. the region with
yellow boundary on the lower penal represent the activated surface region. A surface region is activated only
the surface orientation is matched with geometric parsing results in Fig. 11.(b) by considering the depth ordering. The depth ordering guarantee the occluded region
will not affect the likelihood of parsing result. Therefore, the quantization of image likelihood not only accelerates the inference process by a lookup table of precomputation, but also avoids the double counting of the
shared edges and the occluded regions.
From the geometric primitives and their line segments, we can reconstruct the 2D image using a primal
sketch model proposed in Guo et al (2007) which was
also used in Han and Zhu (2009) for scene synthesis.
Fig. 12 further shows the novel views of the synthesized (reconstructed) 3D scene as a verification. More
3D reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 16.
4.2.3 Single View 3D Scene Reconstruction
After detect each 3D line drawing cuboid, we need to
recover the 3D geometric shape in the real world scale
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for each proposal. It enables us to perform inference on
the 3D world.
Camera calibration: We cluster line segments to
find three vanishing points whose corresponding dimensions are orthogonal to each other Hedau et al (2009).
The vanishing points are then used to determine the
intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters Criminisi
et al (2000); Hartley and Zisserman (2004). We assume
that the aspect ratio is 1 and there is no skew. Any pair
of finite vanishing points can be used to estimate the
focal length. If all three vanishing points are visible and
finite in the same image, then the optical center can be
estimated as the orthocenter of the triangle formed by
the three vanishing points. Otherwise, we set the optical
center to the center of an image. Once the focal length
and optical center has been determined, the camera rotational matrix can be estimated accordingly Hartley
and Zisserman (2004).
3D reconstruction. We now present how to backproject a 2D structure to the 3D space and how to derive the corresponding coordinates. Considering a 2D
point p in an image, there is a collection of 3D points
that can be projected to the same 2D point p. This collection of 3D points lays on a ray from the camera center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz)T to the pixel p = (x, y, 1)T . The
ray P (λ) is defined by (X, Y, Z)T = C + λR−1 K −1 p,
where λ is the positive scaling factor that indicates the
position of the 3D point on the ray. Therefore, the 3D
position of the pixel lies at the intersection of the ray
and a plane (the object surface). We assume a camera is
4.5ft high. By knowing the distance and the normal of
the floor plane, we can recover the 3D position for each
pixel with the math discussed above. Any other plane
contacting the floor can be inferred by its contact point
with the floor. Then we can gradually recover the whole
scene by repeating the process from the bottom up. If
there is any object too close to the camera to see the
bottom, we will put it 3 feet away from the camera.
4.3 The top-down and bottom-up MCMC inference
We design a four-step MCMC algorithm that enables
a Markov chain travel up and down through the FGA
hierarchy. In each iteration, the algorithm proposes a
new parse tree pt∗ based on the current one pt according
to the proposal probability.
We design jump and diffusion methods to ensure the
ergodicity of the Markov Chain. There are two kinds of
functional jump proposals: add and delete. The functional jump proposals change the dimensionality of the
parse tree. Two kinds of geometric diffusion proposals: α diffusion, β diffusion, and γ diffusion. The α diffusion: data-driven bottom-up detection that directly
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draws cuboid proposals from a non-parametric distribution built up by the line segments detected from the
image; β diffusion: grammar-driven bottom-up prediction that proposes cuboid for a parent node in the parse
tree from the children nodes by inversely computing a
geometric transformation; γ diffusion: grammar-driven
top-down prediction that proposes cuboid by top-down
sampling for a child node in the parse tree from its
parent node based on the geometric model.

4.4 The functionally jump proposal
This step re-assigns functional number variables. The
switching of functional labels can be happened in any
layers of the functional parse tree as shown in Fig. 3,
and number variables

4.5.1 α bottom-up detection proposal
As mentioned in the initialization step, we group the
line segments to reconstruct 3D cuboid proposals. Each
cuboid proposal is assigned with a weight indicating the
local likelihood of this proposal. We further process the
cuboid proposals by building a non-parametric distribution of the cuboid proposals. The non-parametric distribution is approximated by a weighted KDE (kernel
density estimation). Since different objects have different distributions of sizes, we filter all cuboid proposals
by the sizes of different objects and combine the score
with the original weights, to generate different cuboid
distributions for specific objects.
Qα (pt → pt∗ ) = p(v ∈ pt)pKDE (G(v)|Iobs )

The pKDE (G(v)|I) is a nonparametric probability
distribution estimated by Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) of detected object proposals

4.4.1 The add proposal
The add proposal samples a subtree ptv from a nonterminal node v ∈ V N randomly chosen from the current parse tree;
Q+ (pt → pt∗ ) = p(v ∈ pt)p(pt(v))

(17)

The proposal first chooses a node v ∈ pt in grammar
randomly. The p(pt(v)) is a Q
recursive derivation of production rules from node v. α0 =v P (αi → βi )

The detect proposal removes a subtree whose root v ∈
pt is a node randomly chosen from the current parse
tree.
Q− (pt → pt ) = p(v ∈ pt)

pKDE (x|Iobs ) =

n
X

wi Kh (x − xi )

i=1

(20)
n
X
1
= Pn
P (xi |Iobs )Kh (x − xi )
i=1 P (xi |Iobs ) i=1
where xi , i ∈ 1 · · · n are geometric entities detected from
Sect. 4.2, and the KDE estimates the non-parametric
distribution by considering the local marginal likelihood
of each geometric entities P (xi |Iobs ) . h is the window
parameter of the kernel Kh (·).
4.5.2 β:: bottom-up prediction proposal

4.4.2 The delete proposal

∗

(19)

(18)

Similarly the delete proposal is calculated by choosing
a node v from pt, which is discrete uniform distribution.
Both add proposals and delete proposals essentially
change the dimensionality of the parse tree. In order to
simplify the Jacobian in Eq. 16 of RJMCMC, we designed these jumps ∆pt as independently samples from
pt so that the Jacobian is 1 in this case (Yeh et al
(2012)).

4.5 The geometrically diffuse proposal
We also defined three kinds of geometric diffusions.

The bottom-up prediction refine a higher-level structure par(v) of an existing child v, such as proposing
the geometry of a bed set given the geometry of a bed.
Qβ (pt → pt∗ ) = p(v ∈ pt)p(P os(v))p(Ori(v))p(Size(par(v)))
(21)
This proposal calculate a node’s parent by re-sampling
the relative position of the child P os(v) and relative
orientation of the child Ori(v) with respect to its parents’s coordinate system. And the result coordinates of
the parent is calculated by the inverse transformation
of Eq. 11: X 0 = (H2 H1 )−1 X. The size of the parent
node Size(par(v)) is then sampled independently.
4.5.3 γ: top-down prediction proposal
The top-down prediction, from another hand, refine a
lower-level structure. This is very useful for the heavily occluded object in a functional group. For example,
once a bed is correctly detected, this proposal will try
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Fig. 14 Qualitative results of bottom-up top-down Inference. These pictures are overlaid images, label maps, depth map and
their corresponding parse trees for 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250 accepted moves. In particular, the red, blue, and green arrows on
the parse trees represent proposals from bottom-up detection, bottom-up prediction, and top-down prediction respectively.

to re-allocate nightstands beside the bed by drawing
samples from the geometric distribution. Fig. 9 shows
some typical samples from top-down prediction.
Qγ (pt → pt∗ ) = p(v ∈ N T )p(G(v))

(22)

Similar to the Eq. 21, the algorithm samples the geometric attributes of the node G(v) and estimate the
geometric transformation accordingly, thus propose the
new geometry of an object.
Here, we can see that geometric diffusions Qα , Qβ , Qγ
proposes pt∗ from three major channels. The three bottomup top-down channels are studied by Wu and Zhu (2011).
The geometric parsing is the main challenge in this
work, the space of geometric parameters are huge. So
most of the MCMC steps are deal with geometric moves.
As shown in Fig. 13, the Qα , Qβ , Qγ are three kinds
of approximation of the marginal distribution p(v|pt)
for a node v. The plot on the right panel of Fig. 13
shows the average energy convergence of hundreds of
Markov Chains in the test dataset using different proposal strategies: By only using the α diffusion from
bottom-up detection (red curve), the Markov chain converges very fast at the beginning, but cannot keep re-

ducing the energy due to limitation of bottom-up detections. Using the β diffusion from bottom-up prediction
(blue curve) is the worst strategy, because if the terminal node can not be optimized, the prediction from
bottom-up can be very bad. The black curve which combine three diffusions together is the best strategy, it has
sufficient exploration at the beginning, and gradually
converges to the lowest energy. Besides that, the combination of α&β (magenta curve) or α&γ (yellow curve)
achieve good results which very close to the black one.

5 Experiments
We evaluate our algorithm on two public datasets: the
UIUC indoor dataset by Hedau et al (2009) and the
UCB dataset by Del Pero et al (2011). The UCB dataset
contains 340 images and covers four cubic objects (bed,
cabinet, table and sofa) and three planar objects (picture, window and door). The ground-truths are provided with hand labeled segments for geometric primitives. The UIUC indoor dataset contains 314 cluttered
indoor images and the ground-truth is two label maps
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Fig. 15 The confusion matrix of functional object classification on the UCB dataset.

of the background layout with/without foreground objects.
The functional part of our model is trained with
the “bedroom” category (2119 images) and the “living
room” category (2385 images) of SUN dataset by Xiao
et al (2010). In particular, the branching probability of
the number variable for each class is calculated by frequency of each production. The geometric part of our
model is trained with CAD data in Fig. 7 collected from
Trimble 3D Warehouse as discussed in Sect. 3.2. We estimated the mixture of Gaussian model by EM clustering, and we manually picked a few typical samples as
the initial mean for the Gaussian. And the appearance
part of our model is trained on the UIUC dataset as
Hedau et al (2009). The weighting parameters of these
three components are tuning by cross validation on the
training set of UIUC dataset.
Quantitative evaluation:
We first compared the confusion matrix of functional object classification rates among the successfully
detected objects on the UCB dataset as shown in Fig. 15.
The state-of-the-art work by Del Pero et al (2012) performed slightly better on the cabinet category, but our
method get better performance on the table and sofa
categories. This is mainly attributed to our fine-grained
part model and functional groups model. It is worth
noting that our method reduced the confusion between
the bed and the sofa. Because we also introduced the
hidden variables of scene categories, which help to distinguish between the bedroom and living room according to the objects inside.
In Table. 1, we compared the precision and recall of
functional object detection with Del Pero et al (2012).
The result shows our top-down process did not help the
detection of planner objects. But it largely improves the
accuracy of cubic object detection from 30.8% to 34.8%
with the recall from 24.3% to 29.7%.

Table 1 The precision (and recall) of functional object detection on the UCB dataset.
UCB dataset
Del Pero et al (2012)
Ours w/o top-down
Ours w/ top-down

planar objects
27.7% (19.7%)
28.1%(18.5%)
28.1%(18.7%)

cubic
31.0%
30.8%
34.8%

objects
(20.1%)
(24.3%)
(29.7%)

Table 2 The pixel classification accuracy of background layout segmentation on the UCB dataset and the UIUC dataset.
Hedau et al (2009)
Wang et al (2010)
Lee et al (2010)
Schwing and Urtasun (2012)
Del Pero et al (2011)
Del Pero et al (2012)
Our approach

UCB
76.0%
81.6%
82.8%

UIUC
78.8%
79.9%
83.8%
83.54%
73.2%
83.7%
85.5%

In Table. 2, we also test our algorithm on the UCB
dataset and the UIUC dataset together with five stateof-the-art algorithms: Hedau et al (2009), Wang et al
(2010), Lee et al (2010), Del Pero et al (2011) and
Del Pero et al (2012). The results show the pixel-level
segmentation accuracy of proposed algorithms not only
significantly widens the scope of indoor scene parsing
algorithm from the segmentation and 3D recovery to
the functional object recognition, but also yields improved overall performance.
Qualitative evaluation:
Some experimental results on the UIUC and the
SUN datasets are illustrated in Fig. 17. The green cuboids
are cubic objects proposed by the bottom-up AG step,
and the cyan cuboids are the cubic objects proposed
by the top-down FG step. The blue rectangles are the
detected planar objects, and the red boxes are the background layouts. The functional labels are given to the
right of each image. Our method has detected most of
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Fig. 16 3D reconstruction results based on 3d image parsing. For each image, we show an original image, a segmentation
map, a recovered depth image, and a reconstruction result respectively.

the indoor objects, and recovered their functional labels very well. The top-down predictions are very useful to detect highly occluded nightstands as well as the
headboards of the beds. As shown in the last row, our
method sometimes failed to detect certain objects. The
bottom left image fails to identify the drawer in the left
but a door. In the middle bottom image, the algorithm
failed to accurately locate the mattress for this bed with
a curtain. The last image is a kind of typical failure example due to the unusual camera position. We assumed
the camera position is 4.5 feet high, while this camera
position in this image is higher than our assumptions.
As a result, the algorithm detected a much larger bed
instead.

As shown in Fig. 13, the algorithm usually converges
after three thousand accepted moves. The computational cost of parsing an image in the dataset is around
5-10 minutes. The computational cost varies in terms
of the geometric complexity of the image. Usually, the
algorithm takes more time to converge if there are more
line segments detected.

6 Conclusion
This paper presents a stochastic scene grammar in a
function-geometry-appearance (FGA) hierarchy. Our approach parses an indoor image by inferring the object
function and the 3D geometry from 2D appearance. The
functionality defines an indoor object by evaluating its
“affordance”. The affordance measures how likely an
object can support the corresponding human actions.
We found it is effective to recognize certain object functions according to its 3D geometry without observing
the actions.
Functionality helps to build a bridge between manmade objects and the human actions, which can motivate other interesting studies in the future: functional
objects/areas in a scene attract human’s needs and/or
intentions; reasoning scene physics and stability in a
way similar to Zheng et al (2013, 2015) but from 2D single image instead of RGBD data. As a result, a parsed
scene with functional labels defines a human action
space, and it also helps to predict people’s behavior
by making use of the function cues. Furthermore, given
an observed action sequence in video, one can recog-
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Fig. 17 Parsing results include cubic objects (green cuboids are detected by bottom-up step, and cyan cuboids are detected
by top-down prediction), planar objects (blue rectangles), background layout (red box). The parse tree is shown to the right
of each image.

nize the functional objects associated with the rational
actions detected from motion.
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